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Abstract

Wayfinding, the ability to recall the environment and navigate through it, is an essential cognitive skill relied upon almost every day in

a person’s life. A crucial component of wayfinding is the construction of cognitive maps, mental representations of the environments

through which a person travels. Age, disease or injury can severely affect cognitive mapping, making assessment of this basic survival

skill particularly important to clinicians and therapists. Cognitive mapping has also been the focus of decades of basic research by

cognitive psychologists. Both communities have evolved a number of techniques for assessing cognitive mapping ability. We present the

Cognitive Map Probe (CMP), a new computerized tool for assessment of cognitive mapping ability that increases consistency and

promises improvements in flexibility, accessibility, sensitivity and control. The CMP uses a tangible user interface that affords spatial

manipulation. We describe the design of the CMP, and find that it is sensitive to factors known to affect cognitive mapping performance

in extensive experimental testing.

r 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Almost every day, people find their way from home to
any of a myriad of destinations, and then back again. Most
take this skill for granted, but is an amazingly complex
ability that has been the subject of decades of research by
cognitive psychologists, who call it wayfinding. Injury or
disease can so impair this ability that many become
homebound, and for some unfortunate people, cata-
strophic failure of their wayfinding ability has lead to
death from exposure. Thus medical researchers and
clinicians also have a very strong interest in wayfinding.
e front matter r 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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A crucial component of wayfinding ability is cognitive
mapping. A cognitive map is a mental representation of a
person’s environment, relied upon during wayfinding.
Researchers have developed many techniques over the
years for measuring and assessing this ability. Map
drawing or placement is quite common, but is difficult to
score consistently, wholly two-dimensional (2D) and
necessarily quite abstract in representation. A few re-
searchers have assessed cognitive mapping by asking
patients or study participants to arrange three-dimensional
(3D) objects representing elements of their environment.
The neuropsychological assessment literature (Lezak, 1995)
suggests that moving from abstract to concrete, and from
2D to 3D representation will be helpful in increasing
assessment sensitivity. Unfortunately, previous manual
implementations of this approach were quite unwieldy
and difficult to score, generally requiring a very trained and
alert assessor (Lezak, 1995).
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To address these problems in assessment, we have
designed the Cognitive Map Probe (CMP), an automated
tool for the measurement of cognitive mapping ability. The
CMP makes use of the Segal model (Frazer 1982, 1995), a
tabletop tangible user interface (TUI) originally designed
for the input of architectural models. CMP users view a
drivethrough of a neighborhood on a large screen
perspective display (Fig. 1), and then input their recollec-
tion of that neighborhood by arranging 3D building
models on the Segal model’s tabletop input surface
(Fig. 2). The CMP automatically records and scores each
change the user makes to the model configuration.
The CMP is the first TUI for assessment of cognitive
mapping ability, combining the increased sensitivity of 3D
input and affordances with the improved consistency,
efficiency, flexibility and high-resolution data collection of
computerization.

We begin the remainder of this paper with a review of
cognitive maps, including their importance in everyday life
and their measurement. A detailed description of the CMP
follows, including comparisons to related TUIs. We
conclude with a rigorous experimental examination of the
sensitivity of the CMP to age and task difficulty, two
Fig. 1. Virtual neighborhood (exocentric view used only for illustration).

Fig. 2. A participant interacting with the CMP.
factors that have a well-known relationship to cognitive
mapping performance.

2. Measuring cognitive maps

In his pioneering paper, Tolman (1948) argues that rats,
like humans, have a mental representation of the world he
called a cognitive map. These maps hold detailed spatial
information that individuals collect, integrate and use while
interacting with the environment. Tolman’s work has led to
the modern psychological definition of a cognitive map: an

overall mental image or representation of the space and

layout of a setting (Arthur and Passini, 1992).
It is important to distinguish between the psychological

concepts of wayfinding and of cognitive maps. Wayfinding
refers to the overall process of reaching a destination
(Darken and Peterson, 2002; Bowman et al., 2005), while
cognitive maps underlie the wayfinding process and enable
making and executing decisions about the environment.
The most widely accepted theory of cognitive mapping is

the Landmark-Routes-Survey (LRS) model (Darken and
Peterson, 2002). The model divides our environmental
understanding into three levels—landmark, route and
survey—that can be integrated into a single comprehensive
cognitive map (Golledge, 1991; Colle and Reid, 1998).
Cognitive maps can often be imprecise. We tend to

classify and cluster the massively detailed cognitive spatial
information we encounter using simplifications, such as the
gathering of objects and landmarks into hierarchies and
regions. Cognitive maps also suffer from geometrical
scaling and regularization problems (Golledge, 1991).
We acquire cognitive maps through at least two types of

environmental interaction: direct physical interaction, for
example, by looking around when walking down a street,
or by tapping with a cane in case of a visually impaired
person; or mediated interaction, for example through maps
and virtual environments (VEs).
A number of cognitive- and task-related factors affect

cognitive mapping ability, including age, task difficulty and
dementia. In fact, dementia such as Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) affects wayfinding to such an extent that officials
typically waive the waiting period for acting on missing
person reports for diagnosed dementia patients, who have
died from exposure when they become lost and disoriented.
Some have proposed assessment of cognitive mapping
ability as a form of AD diagnosis (Liu et al., 1991).

2.1. Cognitive maps in virtual environments

Many researchers have explored techniques for improv-
ing wayfinding aids in VEs (e.g. Bowman et al., 2005;
Sadeghian et al., 2006; Smith and Hart, 2006; Cliburn
et al., 2007), giving special attention to VEs as wayfinding
training tools (Koh et al., 1999; Darken and Peterson,
2002). The technology that supports these VE applications
is diverse and ranges from low-end desktop PCs to CAVEs
employing treadmills as travel interfaces (Stanney, 2002).
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A concern that overshadows VE-based wayfinding
trainers is the problem of training transfer, that is
determining whether the cognitive map acquired in the
VE is useful in the physical world. Currently there is no
clear-cut answer to these questions (Darken and Allard,
1999; Koh et al., 1999). In fact, previous research has
shown that wayfinding training with VEs might actually
hinder the development of practical survey knowledge
(Darken and Goerger, 1999). While the quality of the
resulting survey knowledge was questionable, the partici-
pant’s navigation strategy in VE seems to be effective in
predicting her real-world wayfinding ability (Darken and
Goerger, 1999). Thus VEs may be more promising for
wayfinding assessment than for training.

2.2. Techniques for probing cognitive maps

There are several techniques for assessing cognitive
mapping ability. Verbal techniques simply ask a person
to describe the environment. These techniques suffer from
the subjective nature of the reported information and from
natural variability in communicative ability. However,
verbal techniques can achieve deep insight into cognitive
mapping through use of verbs of motion rather than just
dry description of physical locations (Axia et al., 1991).

The bearing and distance technique (Baird, 1979; Colle
and Reid, 1998; Goerger et al., 1998; Koh et al., 1999)
places a person at a certain location in the environment,
and asks him or her to point to other objects in the
environment and estimate the distances to them. These
inter-object distances and directions are then compared to
the distances in the original environment. The bearing and
distance technique is easy to implement, but the technique
suffers from scale problems and may not be very sensitive
to survey knowledge enabling generation of new paths
through the environment (Darken and Allard, 1999).

Map drawing (Darken and Allard, 1999) or placement
(Piaget and Inhelder, 1956; Baird, 1979; Goerger et al.,
1998) techniques ask a person to describe his or her
cognitive map through sketching or by spatially placing
physical objects. Drawing techniques are sensitive to
variation in sketching ability. In work of particular
relevance here Piaget’s ‘‘Model Village’’ employed 3D
objects for map placement, using cardboard models of a
church, houses and trees to help children input cognitive
maps (1956).

Functional assessment techniques position a person in a
previously studied spatial environment and assess the
person’s ability to perform a novel navigation (Goerger
et al., 1998). This technique can provide excellent insight
into the user’s survey knowledge, but requires considerable
assessor time and can raise a psychological Heisenberg-like
principle as the ability being measured can be altered by its
measurement process (Darken and Allard, 1999).

The use of computers in cognitive mapping ability
assessment is very limited. The first use dates to the late
1970s when Baird (1979) designed an automated map
placement technique. Study participants located buildings
on a 13� 13 matrix, displayed on a monitor. Researchers
have also collected bearing estimates using computers in an
automated variant of the bearing and distance technique
(Colle and Reid, 1998).

3. The Cognitive Map Probe

The CMP is an automated system for assessment of
cognitive mapping ability. During the first phase of each
trial, the participants view a virtual neighborhood dis-
played with a digital projector (Fig. 1). Viewing can be
passive, similar to riding in a bus; or active and more akin
to participants driving the bus. Viewing can also be
egocentric, with participants seeing a street level view; or
exocentric, with participants seeing a bird’s eye view. This
flexibility enables the CMP to accommodate participants
with varying cognitive ability, including possible dementia.
On the one hand, a completely passive drivethrough may
hinder the development of participants’ cognitive maps
(Koh et al., 1999). On the other hand, an involved
drivethrough interface may pose a challenge to some of
the CMP’s potential users (for example, elderly users),
effectively preventing them from being able to learn the
VE, and consequently causing them to fail the experiment’s
cognitive mapping probing phase.
In the trials reported here, viewing followed an

egocentric and largely passive ‘‘bus ride’’ metaphor. The
participant played a passenger who is allowed to start and
stop the bus, and during stops, can slowly rotate her
viewpoint through 360 horizontal degrees. Participants
only requested a rotation, but did not control or
manipulate it; the rotation itself had constant direction
and velocity.
In the trial’s second phase, participants move to a 2D

input surface and tangibly construct their cognitive map of
the neighborhood they have just visited (Fig. 2). Partici-
pants accomplish this by arranging physical, 3D models of
buildings on the Segal model’s 2D board. When partici-
pants place or remove buildings from the board, the system
records the building ID, its 2D location and the time of the
event. During placement, the system also records the
building’s orientation. When participants are satisfied that
the constructed configuration accurately represents their
cognitive map, they signal the assessor who advances the
system to the next trial.

3.1. System and interface

We printed the CMP’s user interface by creating 10
virtual building models in a software package, and then
outputting them in 3D using rapid prototyping technology.
The resulting polyester objects are quite sturdy and
mounted on flat bases, under which is a single connector
for the Segal model’s board. Aligning the base with the
board’s slots aligns the connector to its matching slot and
eases insertion of the model. The CMP limits the
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orientation input of the models to the four orthogonal
angles only (01, 901, 1801 and 2701). All the models are of
similar scale and users can arrange them easily with two
hands. We spray-painted the models with primary colors
for easy viewing by the elderly, but hand-painted important
details such as store signs in contrasting colors. The models
have finely detailed shapes, and include doors, windows,
and even the patterns of wood siding. We also attached a
simple street pattern to the board (one four-way and one
‘‘T’’ intersection, see Figs. 1 and 2); the pattern remained
there throughout assessment. All 10 models and the street
pattern can fit onto the board at the same time.

The virtual versions of these physical models also
populate the virtual neighborhoods shown to participants
in the first phase of each assessment trial. Thus buildings in
the displayed virtual neighborhoods match the physical
models used for tangible interaction exactly in shape and
nearly exactly in color.

The CMP uses the Segal model, a pioneering TUI named
in memory of architect and advocate of home self-design
Walter Segal. John Frazer and his colleagues built the
Segal model (Frazer, 1982, 1995) in collaboration with
Segal to support his work. They designed the device to
enable direct, tangible interaction with architectural floor
plans and their components, such as walls, doors, windows,
plumbing fixtures and furniture. It is a 102 cm� 71 cm
board covered with an array of 768 edge connector slots
arranged in 24 columns of 16 vertical slots and 16 rows of
24 horizontal slots. Each slot has contacts enabling
recognition of 127 different connector types, after account-
ing for symmetries in orientation. They represented
architectural components with physical 3D models, each
coupled to a unique connector type. Since our application
required tangible, tabletop interaction very similar to that
supported by the Segal model, we converted it for our use.

Early TUIs demonstrated the concept of coupling
physical objects with digital information and function
(Fitzmaurice et al., 1995; Ullmer and Ishii, 2001). Other
efforts focused on TUIs as spatial interfaces (Sharlin
et al., 2004), or explored their social design implications
(Hornecker and Buur, 2006). A recent TUI effort had
applied design goals not that different from the original
Segal model, but was implemented using current techno-
logy (Hosokawa et al., 2008).

We designed the CMP carefully, matching its interface
to our cognitive mapping assessment task. The design
followed three heuristics: intuitive spatial mapping between
interface and task, I/O unification and support for trial-
and-error actions (outlined in Sharlin et al., 2004). A major
consideration for our choice of the Segal model for the
CMP implementation was its convenience and accessibility
to us. However, we believe that the Segal model’s
limitations (e.g. its coarse sampling of location and
orientation) likely acted as valuable input constraints,
and may have actually benefited the CMP. Indeed, Sharlin
et al. (2002) reported that TUI physical constraints that
arguably hinder design flexibility can benefit cognitive
assessment, simplifying the task and allowing the elderly
and participants with mild dementia to participate. By
embodying the assessment task in its simple physical
representation, the CMP allows us to approach partici-
pants with limited skills and capabilities and automatically
assess their cognitive mapping ability via intuitive tangible
interaction.

3.2. Assessment measures

After assessment, the CMP analyzes the data it has
collected to score the participant’s performance. As we
discussed above, one may score cognitive maps in a
number of ways. Our measures (listed below) all originate
from existing, manual methods for probing cognitive
mapping ability, with the simpler measures (number and
difference) used widely in both verbal (e.g., Axia et al.,
1991) and survey-based protocols (e.g., Piaget and In-
helder, 1956). Our more elaborate measures (distance,
orient and interbuilding) are directly based on the fre-
quently employed bearing and distance techniques (e.g.,
Baird, 1979).
All of our measures involve comparisons of the actual

map M to the participant’s cognitive map C, and are
clamped to the range [0,1], with 1 being the ideal result.
Measures that disregard position and treat M and C only
as sets of buildings are

Number ¼ 1� absðjMj � jCjÞ=jMj

Difference ¼ 1� ðjM � Cj þ jC �MjÞ=ðjMj þ jCjÞ

Here number compares the number of buildings |M| and
|C| in the actual and cognitive maps, without ensuring that
the maps contain the same buildings. In contrast, difference

checks that the buildings in the actual and cognitive maps
match by counting |M�C|, the number of buildings in
actual but not in the cognitive map, and |C�M|, the
number in the cognitive but not in the actual map.
Measures that compare actual and cognitive maps’
building positions within the set of matching buildings
M\C include:

Distance ¼ 1�
X

i
ðdistðMi;CiÞ=dmaxÞ=mmax

Orient ¼ 1�
X

i
ðodiff ðMi;CiÞ=180Þ=mmax

Interbuilding ¼ 1�
X

i

X
j
ðabsðDMij �DCijÞ=dmaxÞ=m2

max

where all sums range over the set M\C, dmax is the length
of the CMP board diagonal and mmax is the maximum of
|M| in the entire assessment. Distance returns the average
distance between matching buildings in the actual and
cognitive maps, with dist referring to Euclidian distance.
Orient measures the average difference in orientation
between matching buildings in the actual and cognitive
maps, with odiff measuring the angular difference between
the orientations of two buildings in degrees. Note that
orient is not sensitive at all to location, and that because of
the Segal model’s input constraints, the orientation
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difference between any one pair of matching buildings
can only be 01, 901 or 1801. Interbuilding compares
the arrangements of the buildings in the actual and
cognitive maps, first storing building-to-building distances
within each map in square matrices DM and DC, then
finding the average difference between corresponding
entries in these matrices. DM and DC have entries
dist(Mi,Mj) and dist(Ci,Cj), respectively (i and j again
range over M\C).

Finally, the CMP forms a composite measure that
responds to participant building, location and orientation
matching abilities:

Similarity ¼ difference� distance� orient

We use a product rather than a sum because we
view these abilities as independent and describing a 3D
ability space—and because the range of the corresponding
measures is [0,1], a unit cube. Similarity therefore
represents the proportion of this cube spanned by a
participant’s abilities. A 10% reduction in a compo-
nent measure also reduces the composite measure
by 10%, not 3.33%, as in an unweighted sum. We
do not weigh the component measures non-uniformly,
because we have no prior knowledge of the measures’
independence.

Recall that the CMP also records the time of each action
on the board. This allows us to add totalTime, the time it
takes to complete one assessment trial, to our suite of
measures. We can also probe the progress participants
make during the assessment by comparing our measures to
the current time. Fig. 3 graphs similarity vs. time for all
participants in one assessment trial. We construct the
additional measure dSim by finding the differences bet-
ween consecutive measurements of similarity divided by the
time elapsed between those measurements, and averaging
the resulting ‘‘local slopes’’ over all such pairs in an
assessment trial.
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Fig. 3. Similarity vs. time (the most complex world (eight buildings), all

participants).
3.3. System strengths

The CMP offers the following advantages over existing
methods for assessing cognitive mapping skill.

Sensitivity: The CMP monitors participant progress (or
lack thereof) throughout map construction. In contrast,
existing methods assess cognitive mapping only when the
map is complete. In addition, the CMP’s 3D tangible
interface allows a much more direct translation of cognitive
maps into physical representations, with fully detailed
buildings viewable in perspective from all sides, much as
they are during travel through the represented neighbor-
hoods themselves. Commonly used 2D assessment methods
offer only highly abstracted 2D projections of the
represented environment and its buildings. Ultimately, it
should be possible to add adaptivity to the CMP, focusing
more quickly and completely on the limits of participant
ability, and improving sensitivity further.

Accessibility: Many of the populations commonly given
cognitive mapping assessments face cognitive, visual or
motor challenges. Unlike traditional 2D assessment tech-
niques, the CMP uses an interface that is intuitive, easy to
see, and simple to manipulate. This proved invaluable
during our work with the elderly.

Consistency: If an assessment is to have meaning outside
of its original context, all assessors must perform its
procedures consistently and reliably. Existing manual 2D
assessments are consistent, but achieving this consistency
requires that the assessments be simple to perform,
reducing assessment sensitivity. Because it is automated,
the CMP achieves the highest level of consistency while at
the same time improving sensitivity with complex tasks and
very frequent measurement of the participant.

Control: The CMP’s virtual neighborhood display will
always be simpler than real-world stimuli. On the other
hand, virtual display offers an amazing degree of control in
assessment. Assessors can change climates, rotate or
remove landmarks, display buildings located incorrectly
by the participant translucently on top of correctly located
buildings, and place neighborhood viewpoints in midair—
effects extremely difficult if not impossible to achieve in the
real world.
4. Assessing the Cognitive Map Probe

How sensitive is the CMP to well-known cognitive
factors in practice? In this section, we describe the
experiment we performed to find answers to this question.
We also describe what we learnt about the accessibility and
consistency of the CMP as we put it through its paces.
4.1. Methodology

We designed the CMP to support a wide range of
cognitive mapping tasks. In this experiment, we sampled
this range by varying the number of buildings in the virtual
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neighborhood participants viewed and attempted to
recreate.

We expected that cognitive mapping performance would
worsen by all measures as the number of buildings in the
mapped environment increased. We also anticipated that
performance among our elderly participants would be
worse than the performance of our young participants,
reflecting the natural effects of age on cognitive ability.

4.1.1. Participants

Our experiment had 20 participants, ranging in age from
25 to 81. Ten of the participants, ranging in age from 22 to
50 years old were treated as our under 55 group, or the
‘‘young’’ participants group. The average age of this group
was 30.5 years, with a standard deviation of 8.31 years. The
other ten participants, ranging in age from 55 to 81 years
old were treated as our above 55 group, or the ‘‘elderly’’
group. The average age of this group was 68.9 years, with a
standard deviation of 10.86 years.

We balanced both groups in gender. As a preliminary
study, we also worked with one additional participant
Trial 1: practice, 2 buildings Trial 2: practice, 

Trial 4: recorded, 2 buildings Trial 5: recorded,

Trial 7: recorded, 5 buildings Trial 8: recorded,

Trial 10: recorded

Fig. 4. The 10 experimental neighborho
diagnosed with mild AD. Experimental results do not
include this single participant unless otherwise noted.

4.1.2. Design

All participants performed 10 trials, beginning with three
practice trials. During the seven recorded trials, partici-
pants viewed the same virtual neighborhoods in the same
order, with number of buildings in virtual neighborhood
increasing from two to eight across trials. Fig. 4 shows
the 10 virtual neighborhoods used for the practice and
actual trials. We were concerned about the transfer and
practice effects that might result from this consistent
increase in difficulty, but gave more importance to
avoiding participant confusion and frustration, especially
among the elderly. The steady increase in difficulty
enabled us to identify the limit of each participant’s
wayfinding ability without requiring them to repeat
more than a few disorienting trials beyond those limits.
Indeed, three participants not analyzed in our discussion or
results were unable to complete all 10 trials. Moreover,
a steady increase in stimulus intensity is not uncommon
2 buildings Trial 3: practice, 2 buildings  

 3 buildings Trial 6: recorded, 4 buildings 

 6 buildings Trial 9: recorded, 7 buildings 

, 8 buildings 

ods correctly laid out on the CMP.
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in assessment and psychophysics, being a central compo-
nent of the experimental method of limits.

4.1.3. Apparatus and procedure

We conducted all experiments according to a strict
written protocol, and with a script read aloud to each
participant. The script introduced the participants to the
CMP, the experiment, and its purpose, told them that they
might stop the experiment at any time, and asked them to
sign a consent form. We then interviewed participants
quickly, obtaining answers to questions concerning age,
education and occupation. Participant anonymity was
always preserved.

We emphasized accuracy over speed in instruction,
asking participants to be as precise as possible, but
reminding them that the CMP was recording the speed of
their actions. We told participants that there was no time
limit and that they may decide when they had finished each
task, but that they should do the best they could in
reconstructing each neighborhood.

The assessor guided participants through the three initial
practice trials to train them in the use of the CMP. All
practice trials used simple, two building neighborhoods
(Fig. 4, trials 1–3. In the first trial, the assessor introduced
the CMP board and its models, as well as the ‘‘bus ride’’
metaphor for the largely passive, egocentric viewings
participants would have of virtual neighborhoods. The
assessor then took participants through a viewing of the
virtual neighborhood that corresponded to the map
already on the board. The assessor made certain that the
participant understood this virtual–physical correspon-
dence, and demonstrated that the passive viewing might
be paused at will for a panoramic viewing (see below). In
the second trial, the assessor introduced board interaction
to the participant by asking the participant to identify a
slight change to the virtual neighborhood during a new
virtual tour. The assessor then turned off the virtual
neighborhood display and asked the participant to adjust
the CMP board to match this changed virtual neighbor-
hood. In the third trial, the assessor confirmed that
participants completely understood typical interaction by
having participants view a completely new virtual neigh-
borhood, and asking them to recreate it on the CMP
board, again after the assessor turned off the virtual
neighborhood display.

During the first phase of a recorded trial, participants
viewed a virtual neighborhood from a passive, egocentric
perspective, moving through the neighborhood at street
level. The drivethrough of the virtual neighborhood
followed the same predefined path in all the trials. A
virtual compass appeared at the beginning of each trial on
the ground plane, indicating which direction was north,
and disappeared a short while after the drivethrough had
began. Participants could optionally halt their motion at
any time, and could ask the ‘‘bus driver’’ (the experiment
administrator) to rotate slowly through 3601 for a
panoramic viewing before continuing along the viewing
path. The assessor then turned the virtual neighborhood
display off and participants moved into the trial’s second
phase, during which they interacted with the board and
attempted to reconstruct the neighborhood they had just
viewed from memory. A physical pointer similar to the
compass seen in the first phase indicated which direction
was north. Participants never received any feedback or
comments about their performance from the CMP or the
assessor. Participants required 11

2
h on average to complete

the full set of 3 practice and 7 recorded trials, as well as a
short post-assessment interview.

4.2. Results

Since the Segal model is a historic interface, we fully
expected some noise in data collection. However, the CMP
performed relatively well. Most importantly, noise did not
force any participant to repeat a trial. The CMP also made
no errors when reporting location. Nevertheless, there were
errors when reporting the identity of the buildings attached
or detached from the board. Unidentified buildings made
up 18% of all actions on the board; the assessor corrected
these interactively during the trial. Misidentified buildings
made up less than 2% of all actions (21 actions total), but
had to be corrected after assessment by manually matching
CMP data to video recordings of the assessment. Though
annoying, both types of errors occurred at rates quite
manageable for our purposes and we are confident that a
more polished implementation, possibly using different
base technology, could eliminate most if not all of these
problems.
Fig. 5 presents our experimental results by all dependent

measures. We analyzed these results with one mixed
analysis of variance (ANOVA) for each dependent
measure. Each such analysis was two-way (2 age� 7 num

buildings), with age a between subjects factor, and num

buildings a within subjects factor. We present the results of
these analyses in Table 1.
The CMP responded very much in line with our

expectations to the cognitive factor age and the task factor
num buildings. In the seven measures that responded
significantly to age, the elderly were uniformly worse in
cognitive mapping performance. In the seven measures that
responded significantly to num buildings, response was
more complex, with measures worsening initially as the
number of buildings increases, then reaching a plateau
or even improving slightly as the number of buildings
reached maximum. It may be that when the number of
buildings was high, the additional location constraints
imposed by the physical street pattern on the board
limited the number of possible configurations and made
cognitive mapping easier. Alternatively or additionally,
since participants always encountered trials with larger
neighborhoods later in the assessment, participants may
simply have been more practiced by the time these larger
neighborhoods were encountered (one possible transfer
effect).
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Fig. 5. Means and standard errors of the CMP’s assessment measures, as a function of age and number of buildings. AD participant excluded.

Table 1

Results of two-way ANOVAs in CMP evaluation

Independent

measures

Dependent

measures

ANOVA

Age Totaltime F(1,18) ¼ 9.242, p ¼ .007

Age Number F(1,18) ¼ 14.797, p ¼ .001

Age Difference F(1,18) ¼ 14.928, p ¼ .001

Age Orientation F(1,18) ¼ 15.73, p ¼ .001

Age Distance F(1,18) ¼ 7.2, p ¼ .015

Age Interbuilding F(1,18) ¼ 10.29, p ¼ .005

Age Similarity F(1,18) ¼ 18.68, po.0005

# bldgs Totaltime F(6,108) ¼ 15.432, po.0005

# bldgs Number F(6,108) ¼ 3.400, p ¼ .004

# bldgs Orientation F(6,108) ¼ 3.537, p ¼ .003

# bldgs Distance F(6,108) ¼ 6.64, po.0005

# bldgs Interbuilding F(6,108) ¼ 15.789, po.0005

# bldgs Similarity F(6,108) ¼ 5.33, po.0005

# bldgs dSim F(6,108) ¼ 3.374, p ¼ .004

Age�# bldgs Number F(6,108) ¼ 2.884, p ¼ .012
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Only dSim failed to respond significantly to age. Trends
in the data indicated that rates of mapping progress for the
young might become larger than rates for the elderly,
where experimental sample size increased. Similarly, only
difference did not vary significantly as num buildings

changed. Here the null hypothesis—that the normalized
set difference is simply not sensitive to the size of the map
participants are attempting to reproduce—likely provides
the best explanation of this result. However, an interesting
reflective symmetry in the young and elderly curves (Fig. 5)
may indicate opposite and canceling responses to the
number of buildings.
The effects of age and num buildings interacted only in

the number measure. While num buildings had little effect
on the young, the mapping performance of the elderly
dropped significantly by this measure as the number of
buildings increased. This is likely due to an age-based
difference in recall.

4.3. Discussion

In this section, we review the broader implications of our
results for the CMP. We begin, however, by noting again
that because of our need to find the cognitive thresholds of
our participants quickly, we ordered experimental trials so
that the num buildings factor increased steadily. Because of
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this pointed lack of counterbalancing or randomization in
num buildings, practice effects are confounded with the
observed effects of num buildings.

4.3.1. Confirmations

Our experimentation confirms that the CMP is statisti-
cally sensitive to age and environmental complexity, factors
known to affect cognitive mapping performance. Elderly
participants built less accurate maps than young partici-
pants, while larger maps were more difficult for partici-
pants to reproduce than smaller.

We were also pleased with the match of the CMP
interface to the mapping task, and its accessibility to the
elderly population. Almost all of our participants were able
to complete all trials—and most reported they had fun
doing so. This was true whether participants were
university students or World War II veterans.

Our results are very preliminary, but we were also
gratified to see that our single AD participant was among
the worst performers, tentatively indicating possible use of
the CMP for palliative care of persons with AD. Much
more research is required before we can realize this
application.

4.3.2. Surprises

We expected that assessment performance would worsen
as num buildings increased. Instead, num buildings had a
much more complex impact. While confounding practice
effects certainly had an influence on this result, the initial
decrease in mapping performance as the number of
buildings increases (the opposite of a practice effect) leads
us to believe that the increasing constraints on placement
as the CMP was filled played a larger role. This suggests
that researchers might control mapping difficulty in future
experiments by varying proportion of the map used for
street cues.

We did not expect the age� num buildings interaction we
saw in our results. It would be interesting to see if
performance in the number measure also declines for the
young as the number of buildings increases further.

4.3.3. Implications

While our results indicate great promise for applications
like the CMP, there is much work that remains if its
assessment paradigm is to become common in clinical and
research settings. First, the measurement sensitivity and
reliability of CMP-like tools must be probed further, with
comparisons made to existing assessment techniques, and
typical score distributions found so that unusual assess-
ment results might quickly be recognized. Second, tangible
and tabletop interaction must become cheaper and more
reliable, so that newer versions of the CMP will be more
cost effective.

The applied promise of the CMP is the result of a design
approach from which we hope others might benefit.
Perhaps most important is the careful match of interface
limitations to application constraints. TUIs are extremely
innovative and bring with them new interactive freedoms,
but like any other interface, they rarely have the expres-
siveness of corresponding manual tools. This leaves many
TUI applications with a sense of unfulfilled promise.
Fortunately, probing of cognitive maps does not require
high expressiveness, enabling the CMP’s tabletop TUI to
capture most if not all of the applied input domain. In fact,
for the elderly high expressiveness can become a barrier to
successful interaction. This makes the CMP sufficient for
real-world application, unlike many TUIs. Moreover,
through careful use of our design heuristics (Sharlin
et al., 2004), the CMP is also well suited to its application.
It offers an intuitive spatial mapping for the task, providing
a physical, 3D embodiment of the objects users arrange
(buildings), and the environment in which they must be
located (streets). It unifies the input and output spaces,
permitting users to examine the results of their work
(a map) in the same sensory space in which they create that
work. Finally, it supports trial-and-error, permitting users
to rearrange the elements of interaction (buildings) in any
order, whenever they like. The CMP is the second outcome
of our design approach: we found similar promise for a
different sort of cognitive assessment in Cognitive Cubes
(Sharlin et al., 2002).
5. Future work and conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the CMP, a TUI for the
assessment of cognitive mapping ability. In experimenta-
tion, the CMP proved to be sensitive to factors known to
affect cognitive mapping ability.
Our work on the CMP will continue. There are many

interesting opportunities for improving its sensitivity. For
example, the CMP could be used iteratively, with visual
feedback given to the participant about the accuracy of the
currently reproduced map, enabling the participant to
attempt to correct their map. We might explore active or
exocentric viewing modes. Wayfinding researchers might
analyze the detailed histories of map building compiled by
the CMP to find the decision trees formed by participants.
Ultimately, the CMP might also prove useful in therapeutic
applications.
We are interested in exploring how well the CMP

matches measures obtained with established cognitive
mapping assessment methods, such as distance and
bearing. A comparative study of the CMP and a range of
such methods would reveal the advantages and disadvan-
tages of the CMP.
The CMP can certainly be improved. For example,

replacing the Segal model with a newer tabletop interface
would dramatically increase spatial resolution, flexibility
and degrees of freedom. Yet, as we pointed out earlier, we
are not certain that this input complexity would help us
assess the elderly. For example, do we really want an
elderly participant to have full, unconstrained control over
the model orientation?
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Most pressingly however, we plan to compare the
sensitivity and utility of the CMP to a cognitive map
probing application built using a standard 2D, Windows,
Icons, Menus, and Pointing Devices (WIMP) interface.
This would tell us what sort of advantage (if any) the
CMP’s 3D interface offers in practice.
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